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INTRODUCTION
Smart Campus is a platform under development that provides real services, that is a platform WITH and FOR
campus’ people (we’re talking about students, researchers, administrative staff workers, etcetera). In this
document, our goal is to provide a brand new application with same contextual purpose and being of Smart
Campus’ mission, and which operates in a campus life’s field not yet considered.
In several faculties, a lot of students have all the same problem: whenever they have to choose some free
courses for completing their study plans, they don’t know which ones they should follow. Just for this
reason we’re presenting Scholar, an application designed for the students with the main goal of keeping
them informed about all what is regarding to the courses they could and would follow for their study plans.
More precisely, the goals of Scholar are:




Provide general information about the courses;
Provide (anonymous) opinions and ratings about the courses;
Share with course mates documents and files,

all this with the possibility of keeping the users constantly updated on the breaking news.
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PACT ANALYSIS
The HCI’s theoretical foundation tells us that we can have a good design if (and maybe only if) we face the
problem with an user-centric viewpoint: we’re talking about the so called PACT Analysis, in which we have
to do a cyclic work of analysis for each one of the four categories (that are People, Activities, Context and
Technologies). The cyclic clause implies that the design requires multiple revisions because as you get
deeper into the problem, the analysis should change or enrich.
So, let’s proceed with the PACT analysis done behind the Scholar’s design.

PEOPLE
The target users of this Smart Campus’ application proposal are all the students of University of Trento.
Scholar is thought for helping them independently by their age, their gender, their faculty or department,
their transport, their nationality, their current year of study etcetera. But which is the definition of typical
student (restricting to the environmental context of the University of Trento)?
A typical UNITN student is from 19 to 30 years old (really rarely are those ones with more than 30 years).
Some of them may know, well or bad, English, while other ones are almost bound to know how to read,
write and speak it. Only a few of them are born in Trento: in fact the majority of them come from other
provinces (and also regions). Especially in the most technical faculty (Engineering, Computer Science), there
are also a good amount of foreign students (also thanks to the Erasmus program) coming virtually from
anywhere in the world.
This last note leads us to note that the social and cultural background of a part of students may be different
from the Italian one, but this does not very affect our study because the main and most important
information technologies available in the world (except the so called Fourth World) are the same, and put
on the same level all the students.
Then, more or less, all the students live in the same current social context (Trento and the University, and
whatever that orbits around them), and the fact of having a quite restricted range of age (most of the
students are inside the 19-25 range) implies that we practically have an unique class of users in terms of
psychological abilities (we’re talking about attention, perception and memory).

ACTIVITIES
The purpose of Scholar is to provide users, who are students, a support to collect information about
courses they would like to attend and useful materials about courses which are attending.
The materials, shared by other users, may be of different type and several formats (personal notes in PDF
or slides shown during the lesson, or also something else like links).
To facilitate the loading of material by users, this feature of Scholar was designed as a web application.
The use of this application could be useful virtually for the whole lessons period:
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at the beginning of the semester (indicatively the first two weeks) for the choice of courses or just
to get an idea about them;
most frequently, during the course for downloading materials related to the lessons and for
receiving instant alerts or updates from the team group (for example for deleted lesson or delays).

In term of cooperation, the idea would be to have only one type of user, or rather only student that
interact with each other in the environment Scholar. Then, the idea behind this application is well defined.
It will then be better to study the way of being able to integrate with other Smart Campus applications, as
Community Manager or Experience Buster, especially as regards the communication of messages towards
people in the same group or sharing items.

CONTEXT
Scholar is thought for being potentially used in any physical context. Thanks to the modern smartphones’
technology, there are no environmental problems like the noise (no actually designed functionalities
require, for now, the usage of vocal commands), the light (there exists the automatic screen brightness
regulation on smartphones) or something else. Moreover, there are no problems in using it while walking
(the movement commands are extremely simple; at most the only problem could be the typewriting).
Regarding the social context, Scholar, as all the others Smart Campus apps, is designed in English. In fact,
English is considered by now the standard language for intercommunication and it is direct to everybody
into the campus, both foreign and Italian students. Contents and language are simple, in fact, Scholar is a
platform made by students for students. This application was not thinking with the integration of an alert
sound that could disturb other people in places where could be use Scholar, such as libraries or university.

TECHNOLOGIES
Technologies can carry out a variety of operations and usually consist of a lot of information that have to be
consulted quickly as many users as possible within the context. Since Android is actually the most widely
used mobile operating system, the current available platform for accessing to Scholar is Android itself.
Furthermore, to gain access to application functionality the principal technology that must be present in
the devices is the Wi-Fi connectivity, because all the information that can be found and the functionality
are online (UNITN provides this service to allow access to the Internet).
The GUI contained in the touchscreen smartphones must be intuitive and easy way to give users the ability
to quickly interact with the system. The modality of data insertion should only be using the keyboard and
the buttons, as the context includes situations such as when you are in the library or in the class in which
input modes like the vocal one are not optimal.
The user should have access to information quickly and in any place, and for this reason the choice of the
smartphone is ideal for this application. In the event that I need to consult the material shared by other
users, should be managed consultation for this type of documents via the web from any computer (both
laptops and desktops) with any operating system and any web browser.
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The communication must be through a device that has an Internet connection in different contexts, it must
be a device often used by users taken into account. Then smartphones can give users the ability to
communicate in a more efficient and natural way for them.
Of course, the system will contains all the data produced by the users into a database in order to have a
quick and direct information retrieval at the time of utilization. Furthermore, the system should update in
real-time the contents added by users in the database, for giving a faster and human-oriented interaction
between the application and the user.

EXISTING TECHNOLOGIES
Scholar has the goal of recover those lacks which are intrinsic in the other services available to the
students. In fact, the only way for knowing something about a certain course (substantially what it talks
about and how is made) is that to look the correlative webpage in Esse3 (www.esse3.unitn.it), which often
are not really exhaustive (sometimes are really useless because they’re nearly empty!). Furthermore is a
wide general opinion among the students that Esse3 isn’t much well implemented and not much rich of
information.
Some teachers have the habit of keeping all the information and the materials on their own websites
(completely avoiding the usage of Esse3). Sometimes this solution works better, but in every case it
distributes the information all over in the Web constraining the students to google the Web and surf from a
website to another one, to another one e so on.
Other ways for having information regarding the courses are only two: look to the manifesto (which is
drastically poor) and directly ask to the teacher (who probably would present you his course as if it were
the best in the world).
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PRELIMINARY STUDIES
In a world full of applications and services where if you a have a brilliant idea, probably someone has had it
before you, as application designers we guessed ourselves a simple question: we have to discover a real
need or we have to invent a new one?
Creating something new and actually non-requested could have an interesting development, but we think
that Smart Campus, as young as it is nowadays, needs an application that musts cover a concrete problem.
So we decided to firstly fix the important goal of developing something useful for any different kind of
UNITN student, and so to find which is the crucial problem felt by all of them: in fact, an application that
solves a big problem, is a big application itself.

SURVEY AND ANALYSIS
In order to find the most diffused problem among the UNITN students we distributed a survey in which we
asked to the participants to do two things. The first one is to give a weight to any listed problem, that are:








communication with the teachers;
information gathering about courses (especially the non-mandatory ones);
courses’ material sharing;
apartments searching;
buying and selling;
ads for private lessons;
ads for other things (like music bands, jobs, …).

The second one is to express an opinion about if a possible mobile application developed for solving one or
more of these problems may be useful. The purpose of this two questions clearly are:
1. Find the most critical problem (the “heaviest” problem);
2. Evaluate the real usefulness of a possible mobile application.
We distributed this survey among 30 students divided by faculty in this way:

Students distribution
Science

4

6

Engineering
Psychology and Cognitive Science

4

Laws
2

Economics and management

7

Sociology and social research

3
4

Humanities

7

So, the results was the following:

Average weights
Other ads

2,00

Private lessons ads

2,13

Buy & Sell

1,93

Apartments search

2,33

Courses' material sharing

3,40

Courses' information gather

3,53

Communication with teachers

2,00
0,00

1,00

2,00

3,00

4,00

5,00

As we can see thanks to the above chart, the “heaviest” problems are the two relating the Courses’
material sharing and the Courses’ information gather. These are the two main problems seen across all
faculties, even more than the search of an apartment. That's why we decided to propose this idea as group
that would solve some problems that we have faced during our college experience and that we have found
to be widespread among other students.
In particular, the sharing of educational material on a single platform would save time and allow many
students to have access to documents that could help during the study (e.g. personal notes of other
students) as well as creating a community in which all people feel part. Scholar should improve and help
solving this problem, although in reality some group of students have already begun to organize themselves
individually and independently (with shared folders in Dropbox, groups on Facebook and so on), without
any intervention of the University in any form. Unfortunately, not always these “virtual communities” are
known and visible to everyone.
But the most innovative feature is that Scholar would solve the number one problem for the students
interviewed, not resolved adequately yet by any other service. That is, to have an authentic and truthful
evaluation of courses. The problem becomes annoying especially for optional courses where the guides
faculty or Esse3 description are not enough. Scholar allows students to leave an evaluation of a course they
attended in the hope that it will be of help to someone else. This is not meant to be a way to put on trial
professors or courses, even better is intended as a way to improve the university environment. As highlight
the good things that are there, how to report those who do not work, can only lead to a general
improvement. And no one should have anything against the improvement of public services.
The data from the questionnaires that might surprise you is that smartphones are not yet so widespread,
indeed, the only 46.6% have one. But during the questionnaire most of respondents found themselves
interested in the idea, even those who had never thought they could need a smartphone. In fact 93.3% of
respondents would find useful this type of App and some even have requested also a web application.
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How many have a smartphone
NO
YES
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

How many consider useful a mobile application
NO
YES
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

APPLICATION’S GOALS
Analyzing these preliminary results give us a very crystalline idea of which are the needs of UNITN students:
they want to be informed and ready for their didactical career. So, as designer, we identified our goal in a
mobile platform where they could be informed about what their university offers in terms of courses and
where they could share didactical stuff for help ourselves and the other students, creating a kind of social
network with learning purposes.
Talking about the sharing of educational material, we decided to make the upload and download easier
through a web application. Considering that it is more likely that the files are created and modified by
laptop or computer, it is not necessary to transfer them to your smartphone and then load them on the
platform and the mobile application is restricted to the download.

STORYBOARDING
In this section we’re going to analyze the social context in which the application should work in. For this
purpose, let’s consider the following scenario.
Rebecca is an 22 years old UNITN student graduated in Computer Science, and now she wants to continue
her studies proceeding with the MSc degree in Computer Science. She has just started the first lessons of
the academic year, and she has immediately encounter her first issue: which courses she should choose?
She has no real preferences (she only knows the few courses to not do), so attend a course or another one
doesn’t change much for her. Listening to what the teachers says during their courses’ presentation, all the
courses would seem equally interesting and useful, but it’s clear that this thing sounds weird, so she wants
to collect some information from the older mates, but who and how?
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Storyboard – Rebecca and her first approach with Scholar
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FIRST DESIGN
In this section we’re presenting a trial of our application Scholar, first writing about its logical building and
working, and then showing the sketches we drew during the low-fidelity prototyping. The logical scheme
was needed for conceptualizing better the system: with a well-defined scheme, the first prototyping is
simpler.

LOGICAL SCHEME
Scholar should not absolutely be an independent
application, it should be integrated inside the pool
of Smart Campus services just like the six already
implemented. In fact we thought a cooperation
between it and Community Manager, cooperation
located in the notification system where the users
can send alerts (or also other types of short but
high-priority instant messages) using Scholar, but
selecting the addressees through the groups
created within Community Manager.

Community
Manager

SCHOLAR

Briefly speaking, the application is composed
by four different subsections:

Find

•Keep updated
•Comment
•Share new

My courses

•Manage
•Delete old

Docs

Notices

 Find is the section in which the user
can looking for a good course to attend. The
procedure is simple and linear: firstly, he search
a course by string matching or by SSD; then he
read all the information and the personal
opinions (that are anonymous!) written by
other students; finally, he choose to join (or
not) the course.
 My courses is the section where the
user can access to all the courses he has
actually joined in. Once he is in the screen of a
specific course, he can write a personal opinion
(or modify it) or upload and download related
materials that can be useful for the others.
 Docs is the section in which it shows us
the list of documents we have uploaded. Here,
the user can quickly remove from the platform
the old material.
 Notices is the section where the user
receive all the messages and the alerts.

•Search
•Read
•Join / Reject

•Alert
•Signal
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Messages are instantaneous and can be sent by any user indicating then the group of people with
whom to share (according to Community Manager logic). Alerts are messages generated
automatically by the system for noticing the users (in example, messages that warn users about
signaled files previously uploaded by that user himself, or messages that warn about new uploaded
files).

LOW-FIDELITY PROTOTYPING
Low-fidelity prototyping is the best way for doing a quick and costless design of an application, in which can
also be involved in non-programmers. Our Lo-Fi prototype was born in a blackboard during a meeting in
which, after having finished the preliminary analysis, we discussed which should be the most appropriate
name for the application and how to graphically represent the various screens. Then, we drew the whole
prototype on paper.
So, let’s start with the name. We chose the word “Scholar” because in the archaic English language it
means “beginner”, while in the modern English language it means the opposite, “expert”. With this
ambivalence we could link the two concepts for highlighting the figure of a novice student that, using
Scholar, becomes an expert student.

MY COURSES SECTION

Sketches of MY COURSES screens. Pressing on the top-left icon (the braces) we move to the upper screens to navigate through the
five menus where we can see the courses’ information, messages boards and ratings.
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Firstly, for the “My courses” icon we chose to use the braces for a simple reason: to remind the brackets of
the “My groups” icon in Community Manager. Secondly, talking about the rating system, as you can see we
immediately opt for a stars solution because it probably is the most used method in the whole world. If a
non-expert user, using for the first time Scholar, saw the stars, he almost surely understands that they
represent a vote.

FIND SECTION

Sketches of FIND screens. Pressing on the top-right icon (the magnifier) we move to the upper screens, the first for searching a
course, the other two for having information about a selected course.

Here, the only choice to notice is the one regarding to the rating stars. As in the previous sketches, the stars
drawn in the top-right picture are the ratings given by the individual users, while the ones indicated in the
course’s home screen (the top-center one) is the average vote.
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DOCS SECTION

Sketches of DOCS screens.

NOTICES SECTION

Sketches of NOTICES screens.

The only thing to notice regards to the tag. In this section, tags need for assigning a notice to a precise
course. This implies that users will receive solely notices of the courses in which they are actually joined
(users aren’t interested in receiving notices about courses they’re not attending!).
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SECOND DESIGN
Here, we’re presenting our idea of, more or less, how Scholar should be graphically appear, providing the
mockups drawn using Balsamiq Mockups 2.2.3. Successively it will provide an usability evaluation made
taking some testers among the UNITN students.

MEDIUM-FIDELITY PROTOTYPING
Medium-fidelity prototypes are quite similar to final products: this means they must be designed with the
goal of fulfilling the requirements but without the need of implementing them. We found the real
usefulness of medium-fidelity prototypes in the preliminary usability testing: thanks to them, we could do a
first usability analysis asking to some volunteers to give a feedback about the graphical solution, with the
goal of immediately providing a good solution for the future high-fidelity prototyping or, even more, the
graphical implementation.
The choices we have made covering the design were not made only in accordance with our personal taste,
but we tried to follow along the lines of other Smart Campus apps, the heuristics principles defined by
Jakob Nielsen and Enrico Bertini, and experience gained through the past assignments. Important choices
are the following:




The decision not to insert a menu at the top right, just like in many other Smart Campus
applications, because it was commented as "inconspicuous" from many testers;
We have avoided explicitly to open a menu of an object keeping continually pressed it, because
unintuitive for almost all the users;
How important request, we allow users to use the swype to move from a screen to another one.

Here below are showed the first mockups we drew:

SCHOLAR’s main screen. The pattern follows the one defined for all the other Smart Campus applications.
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FIND section menus. In the first one, the user can search a course typing a string or filtering the results through two combo-boxes
(one for the faculties/departments, the other for the study courses). The second one is the home screen of a selected course (note
the “Join: OFF”) in which are showed general information. Finally, the third one shows the list of comments written by the students
who have joined the course’s “community”.

MY COURSES home screen.
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MY COURSES section menus. The first one shows all the files uploaded by the users; when an element is selected, the users who
uploaded it and the commands are shown. The second screen simply is the home of the course (note the “Join: ON”). The third
screen regards the list of personal opinions written by the users. Finally, the last one is the screen the follows the pressure of the
command “Adding a comment” in the Rating’s screen: here the users can add its own comment.

DOCS section menus. In the first one are shown all the files we have uploaded; in the second one are shown the files we have
downloaded. The trashes need for definitively deleting the files from the platform and the smartphone’s storage respectively. The
lists are ordered by date.
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NOTICES section menus. In the first one are shown all the “breaking news” ordered by date. Pressing on “Adding new notice” we
pass to the second (and third) screen, in which we can write and send a message to a specific Community Manager group. The
group is selected through a Community Manager’s screen (the fourth one).

TESTING AND EVALUATION
In order to do a complete work, we chose to do some tests with the goal of immediately finding the
usability problems present in our first design of Scholar. So we picked up a small sample of students,
specifically composed by:






An Computer Science Master student specializing in web services and architectures, finicky about
graphics;
A student of the department of Industrial Engineering;
A mathematician specializing in cryptography (the one taken for the usability evaluation of the
applications Portfolio and Community Manager);
A girl student of “Interfaces and Communication Technologies”, expert designer;
A humanistic girl student without any experience in smartphones.

So we gave them the mockups to watch for doing an usability evaluation. We observed their grade of
understanding simply asking to them what they comprehend about the application. Moreover, in the case
when they had some advices, we asked them to tell us how would they act for improving Scholar.
Here’s the list of advices we received:




It could be provided a system of appreciation, in example a system of “likes” (as the “likes” in
Facebook) in which comments can be appreciate by users for their interest and completeness, so
the list of ratings results ordered both for date and number of “likes”. This implies that the average
rating of a course should be a weighted average, where the number of “likes” acts as weight;
The list of ratings could be ordered by a compromises between stars (rating), date and, after the
previous discussion, number of “likes”;
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The three commands “Signal” (the exclamation mark), “Open” (the written paper) and “Download”
(the paper with the outgoing arrow) could be simply replaced by the corresponding strings;
The “Notices” icon could behave like the Communicator’s “Inbox” icon, changing its appearance
when there are breaking news not read yet.

We want to underline a fact: asking to the mathematician what he thought about Scholar (taking into
account that it was, and actually is, only a prototype), he found the application much simpler to understand
with respect to the Portfolio and Community Manager applications.

MEDIUM-FIDELITY PROTOTYPING, REVISITED
So, we proceeded with the redesign of the affected mockups, that are the following:

SCHOLAR’s main screen — revisited. Here the “Notices” icon warns that there are three new unread messages.
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MY COURSES section — revisited. In the first screen, pictures are replaced by strings (“Signal”, “Open”, “Download”). In the second
one are added the “likes”.

FIND section — revisited. Here are added the “likes”. As we can see, the elements are ordered by “likes”.
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FINAL CONSIDERATIONS
At this point we’re discussing how the teamwork proceeded during the two weeks of design, specifying the
learnt methodologies that we used. Then it will be presented a possible direction for future works.

TEAMWORKING AND METHODOLOGIES
For this last assignment, we chose unanimously the complete design of a new app. And so, we were able to
put into practice many techniques explain to us during the course. In order to give ourselves the possibility
of working in a synchronous way, we have strongly organized the teamwork giving precise independent
assignments to each team’s component.
Initially, we met all together for deciding how to proceed and on which point of campus life could
intervene. After the first draft of ideas we continued analyzing the situation better through the analysis of
PACT, as we saw during the first class lessons. Briefly, PACT analysis is a preliminary study about the
environment around the developing application through the people, the activities, the contexts and the
technologies.
The next step was to create and distribute a questionnaire for clarifying the scenario and for confirming if
our idea could solve big problems among UNITN students. After processing the survey’s results, we met for
designing the first prototype (a collection of handwritten sketches) and also for deleting any features that
we thought for the application. We also thought the interaction with the other Smart Campus applications.
During the design we strongly took into consideration the principles of good design given by the Nielsen’s
and Bertini’s heuristics seen and understood thanks to the first assignment, and maybe even more
important, all the data, the warnings and the advices collected thanks to the usability tests during the
second assignment.
At this point we divided the whole work into several parts in order to give for each of us more than one
work and each member kept up with the rest of the group continuously. This works division allowed us to
reach all the important prefixed checkpoints in a short time, requiring a team meeting approximately every
two days but keeping us in contact continually, like a real team. This made the experience concrete and
realistic.
The scenario study allowed us to easily find a storyboarding likely to real life and for the medium-fidelity
prototypes we used Balsamiq Mockups. Once finished the first “wave” of mockups, we did an usability
evaluation picking up a handful of students as testers. The received feedbacks allowed us to do a redesign,
changing and improving the graphical aspect of Scholar’s screens. We did this cycle of processes only a
couple of time because at the second loop we didn’t encounter any problems.

FUTURE WORKS
Our work totally misses the subsection of Materials sharing because, as we have said previously, it cannot
be implemented for mobile but necessarily for computers. So, future works first of all consists in designing
the Scholar’s web application.
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Then, of course it should be provided an high-fidelity prototype in which are defined all the little details
that would bring the design of Scholar to an higher level.
Even more, future works could contain functionalities which could be little integrations between Scholar
and the other five applications of Smart Campus we haven’t considered yet.
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CONCLUSION
After all, we can consider the overall practical experience tried out during the Human-Computer Interaction
course really exciting, as it allows us on the field to gain several fundamental notions and curios
peculiarities of the interaction that runs between technology and psychology. These three assignments,
strictly required during the course, made us to be able to practice and cover almost the whole theory
explained to us in class.
The first assignment asked us to do an expert-based evaluation of three Smart Campus apps (Journey
Planner, Communicator and Discover Trento), evaluation based on the heuristics proposed by Nielsen and
Bertini to discover usability issues. It showed us how much the opinion about an application can change
according to who evaluates it, or rather the different ways of evaluation based on personal tastes. From a
more psychological viewpoint, it proved on the field the different personal mechanisms of thought that
work when we’re trying to understand something we have to use. Moreover, it showed us the different
kinds and levels of attention, carefulness, memory and concentration owned by competent people.
Regarding the second assignment, it asked us to do an usability evaluation of Community Manager and
Portfolio apps, analyzing the critical incidents (that are usability issues) encountered during the
experiments with testers, using the “Think aloud” methodologies. We can say that it was extremely
interesting and, in a such way, funny. It showed us the (often gargantuan) gap between specialized users
and unskilled ones, and this results was quite unexpected. This proves how much an IT background born
and grown in the scholastic phase influences the overall ability of an user. Moreover, it was interesting to
notice the different behavior had by users in respect to a developing application.
Then, in order to do this last assignment, we used the techniques described extensively above. In order,
PACT analysis, prototyping evolution, surveys, usability evaluation through usability testing. It has been
really useful to have an idea of how is the teamwork during the design of a new application in its several
steps. From the psychological point of view the experience hasn’t been much rich, but it has been good
from the organizational one. The brainstorming sessions were always successful and they gave birth to nice
ideas, appreciated also by the users. Unfortunately, the time given to us was a bit short, so we had to
“run”, doing some tasks quickly without the possibility of involving a more heterogeneous and
representative sample. But, also according to this last note, we are extremely satisfied with the overall
work done.
In conclusion, we can say that this course has been, for us, a sort of revelation, considering it has brought to
light an area of Computer Science more particular, but very important, that we didn’t so well. The most
positive aspect of the course has been the alternation between theory and practice, being able to
continuously test our skills and knowledge during the various assignments. Very interesting was the
opportunity to interact with the teacher on specific topics, and in general the continuous dialogue. Finally,
get in touch with a team, be part of a real project and having to deal with an existing reality, made our
work more reasonable. It surely have been interesting to know other elements about Interaction Design.
Only a last one thing: it would be very interesting to see Scholar evaluated by the next HCI’s students.
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